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Abstract. Humans have an innate ability to
extract important information from data sets or
images, but also to solve particular problems on
which computers may struggle. Serious gaming,
and the related crowdsourcing term, are new
computational paradigms attempting to process
enormous amounts of scientific data exploiting
these innate humans capabilities. In this paper
we present Space Hopper, a “serious gam-
ing”experiment aimed at improving interplanetary
spacecraft trajectories design techniques and, at
the same time, at proving that part of an inter-
planetary trajectory design can be crowdsourced.
Space Hopper exploits and collects data on the
users’ problem-solving skills and spatio-temporal
reasoning to help formulate a “human-inspired”
tree search algorithm allowing efficient traversal of
vast trees.

Keywords: crowdsourcing, serious gaming, trajectory
design, tree search algorithms, self-adaptive differential
evolution

1 Introduction

The design of spacecrafts interplanetary trajectories has
been the exclusive domain of mission analysis experts.

*Corresponding author. E-mail: dario.izzo@esa.int

However, recent advances in the field of trajectory op-
timization, coupled to the growth of computational
power, makes it possible to automatize a good deal of the
necessary design steps and thus decrease the knowledge
necessary produce good designs. Sophisticated modern
search strategies (e.g. based on evolutionary computa-
tions) can explore vast solution spaces and locate good
interplanetary trajectories able to compete with human-
competitive results [10] taking the domain expert al-
most completely out of the loop.
With the serious game Space Hopper, we want to

experiment with a radically new approach to interplane-
tary trajectory design which neither solely relies on com-
putational power nor on human expert knowledge. In-
stead, we make use of the human spatio-temporal rea-
soning, intuition, curiosity and general problem-solving
skills, as recorded during a game session, to improve the
search of available trajectory options. By providing an
appealing and easy user interface, humans with little or
no knowledge about orbital mechanics, mission analysis
or space engineering are able to design real trajectories
enabling specific scientific goeals to be pursued. In this
first game prototype, the exporation of the Jovian system
is considered.
From this perspective, Space Hopper can be seen as

a serious game in which players from all over the world
compete to find the best-possible flyable interplanetary
trajectories. Unlike several previous scientific crowd-
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sourcing games looking for explicit solutions to their
specific problem, Space Hopper also extracts informa-
tion about the individual actions of all players on their
way to discovering their final solutions. By applying
machine learning techniques to this sequential data we
aim to model the human decision making progress for
this particular task. Out of this model, we want to in-
fer a human-inspired general search strategy that can
be transferred to other complex interplanetary trajec-
tory problems in order to improve already known fully-
automated search algorithms.
The structure of this paper is as follows: in Section 2

we give a short survey about related work with respect
to serious gaming and crowdsourcing applied to science.
Section 3 deals with the domain of interplanetary tra-
jectory optimization and introduces the problem to be
solved by the non-expert human players. Section 4 will
give details about the user interface, the gaming expe-
rience and the underlying technologies used to develop
Space Hopper. In Section 5 we describe the underly-
ing data model and outline how we intend to use the
collected information. We conclude with discussing fu-
ture work and how crowdsourcing experiments can help
advance the field of space exploration in Section 6.

2 RelatedWork

Using games for other purposes than mere entertain-
ment is widely known under the broad term serious gam-
ing [24, 15], first introduced by Clark Abt [1] in 1970.
While these games may still be entertaining, they tradi-
tionally attempt to educate, inform or train the player.
The objective of a serious game is usually linked to a
real world scenario like military defense [22], health
care [18, 12], emergency management [13], urban plan-
ning [14], education [29] or others.
Luis von Ahn introduced the term games with a pur-

pose [26] in conjunction with the term human compu-
tation in order to describe a certain type of game that
makes use of human brains as a computational unit
in order to solve expensive large-scale problems. This
merges serious gaming with the concept of Crowdsourc-
ing [30, 3], a modern principle of labour sharing, where
the workload is distributed among a vast number of hu-
mans, creating a swarm or crowd.
One popular example for Crowdsourcing is the Re-

captcha project [28] which took scans from books and
magazines where optical character recognition (OCR)
failed and used them for the generation of captchas. A

captcha is a security mechanism for websites to prevent
bots from accessing content dedicated only for humans.
By deciphering two words (one with a known answer
and one from the scanned book) millions of humans
helped digitalizing the archives of the New York Times
basically for free by passing captchas. Another exam-
ple is Crowdfunding ¹, where investments for projects
are gathered in tiny amounts but by a large number of
people.

James Surowiecki [23] argues about the wisdom of
crowds in his same-titled book, by giving examples un-
der which conditions a guess based on aggregated in-
formation from a large number of not necessarily well-
informed people might surpass sophisticated guesses
from experts, ranging from stock markets to finding
sunken submarines. This intriguing effect is of high in-
terest if applied to scientific problems and can be used
among the other benefits of Crowdsourcing in Scientific
discovery games [19, 7].

One of the biggest success stories in this field is
Foldit, a game created by the Center for Game Science
at University of Washington in collaboration with the
Department of Biochemistry [6]. It allows the player
to manipulate long protein strains in 3 dimensions (see
Figure 1) to discover the folded spatial structure given
a specific sequence of amino acids. While this prob-
lem is computationally expensive, the game makes use
of the inherent reasoning, learning and pattern recogni-
tion skills of humans, allowing for a way faster compu-
tation. Amajor achievement of the players of Foldit was
helping to fully model the Mason-Pfizer monkey virus
enzyme, a virus which causes AIDS among monkeys.
Bioengineers have been trying to decipher the structure
of this virus for 15 years whereas the online player com-
munity required just 10 days to fully model it in 3D [11].

There are several other scientific discovery games to
mention. In the citizen science project Galaxy Zoo Su-
pernovae [21] players were shown the wield-field images
to search for stars in order to classify super nova can-
didates. More projects involve humans to classify bat
calls, galaxy types, cancer cells, discovering exoplanets,
cyclones and many more ². In the online game Eye-
Wire ³, the players help to trace the spatial structure of
neural connections throughout the retina of mice.

Most of the time, scientific discovery games exploit

¹See Kickstarter (http://www.kickstarter.com and In-
diegogo (http://www.indiegogo.com) for two popular plat-
forms.

²See https://www.zooniverse.org
³See https://www.eyewire.org
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Figure 1: A screenshot of Foldit gameplay

the advanced image processing capabilities of humans,
which are still by far superior than nowadays algorithms.
Peekaboom [27] uses these abilities to let its players de-
tect specific objects and relevant regions in pictures. By
providing human annotations, there is hope that games
with a purpose are able to create ontologies to help weav-
ing the semantic web [20].

3 Background

Space Hopper is based on the problem proposed by
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory ( JPL) as part of
the sixth edition of the Global Trajectory Optimisation
Competition (GTOC6). The participating team were
tasked to globally map Jupiter’s Galilean moons [17]
(Io, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto) using the multi-
ple gravity assist technique within a four-year window.
The surface of each moon is divided into 32 areas (faces)
where each face is either a pentagon or a hexagon. This
division approximates the moons as truncated icosahe-
drons (classic soccer balls). Each face is assigned a score
from 1 to 3 depending on the scientific interest of the
area on a given moon (see Figure 2). Faces on Europa
are worth double points due to higher scientific interest
of this particular moon. Points are scored by succes-
sively mapping faces of each of the four moons. A face
Fi is visited if the closest approach vector rp of a flyby
around a chosen moon is passing through that partic-
ular face. For a face to be visited, it has to be fully or
partially within the ”visitable band” an area on the sur-
face of the given moon where the flyby parameters are
within the allowable bounds (see Figure 3). A face Fi is
visitable if at least one of its vertices lies within the band
or its vertices lie on both sides of the band (yet none in-
side it). Points for visiting face Fi are scored only for

the first flyby over that face, no points are added to the
overall trajectory score for subsequent flybys over face
Fi. The maximum cumulative score for a full tour of the
Galilean moons is 324.

Figure 2: A model of a Galilean moon with face values
represented through colours

At starting epoch t0 the spacecraft mass is M0 =
2000kg, half of which is the propellant, therefore the
mass of the spacecraft cannot fall below 1000kg. With
each flyby the overall spacecraft mass is reduced based
on the thrust used during the Deep Space Manoeuvre
(DSM) with a maximum continuous thrust of τmax

= 0.1N. Furthermore, there also exists a mass penalty
for close approaches to Jupiter to account for addi-
tional shielding from Jupiter’s strong magnetic field.
The penalty is applied if, at any time during the mission,
the spacecraft range to Jupiter goes below 2RJ.
GTOC6 was won by a joint team of University of

Rome and Turin Polytechnic with best score of 311
points. The team attempted to fully map one moon be-
fore moving onto the next one. However, after the com-
petition a new solution scoring 316 points was found by
Advanced Concepts Team (ACT) of European Space
Agency. The trajectory is fundamentally different from
the winning solution of GTOC6 as it exploits a “moon-
hopping” technique allowing rapid transfers between
moons rather than fully mapping onemoon beforemov-
ing to the next one. The found trajectory was evolved us-
ing PaGMO/PyGMO⁴ and is up to date the best known
valid solution for the GTOC6 problem [10].

⁴See http://pagmo.sourceforge.net/pygmo
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Figure 3: The visitable band shown on an example planet

3.1 Orbital mechanics

The problem was defined with great detail and accu-
racy thus it required an appropriate representation of
the Jupiter system and spacecraft dynamics. SpaceHop-
per uses state-of-the-art methods based on PyKEP, an
open-source keplarian calculations toolbox developed by
the ACT. The error margin for the calculations is at
maximum 10−9. The parameters of the Galilean moons
as well as Jupiter were defined in JPL’s problem state-
ment (e.g. Keplerian orbit elements, gravitational pa-
rameter, radius, etc.). The time epochs are encoded in
Modified Julian Date format (number of days elapsed
since 17 November 1858). The moon ephemerides
(cartesian position and velocity) are calculated accord-
ing to values provided by JPL without any perturbations
in the orbits of the satellites. The overall accuracy and
realistic approach to the problem makes it feasible for a
pre-phase A study.

3.2 Trajectory encoding and parameter optimisation

The Grand Tour starts at a point on a sphere of ra-
dius Rs=1000RJ with Jupiter at the centre. The first leg
(called incipit) is unique as it does not include a DSM
in the transfer to the first visited moon. The param-
eters of the first leg are encoded into a 4-dimensional
array (called a chromosome in evolutionary computing)
x0 = [t0,u, v, T0]. t0 is the epoch of the spacecraft
launch date. u and v are used to calculate the coordi-
nates of spacecraft at epoch t0 on the aforementioned
sphere around Jupiter:

r0 = RS(cos θ cosϕî+ sin θ cosϕĵ+ sinϕk̂)

where θ = 2πu,ϕ = cos− 1(2v − 1) − π/2, u and v

were chosen over directly optimising the values of θ and
ϕ to ensure a uniform distribution of sampled points on
the sphere. T0 is the duration of the spacecraft’s jour-
ney to the first visited moon (in days) with its lower and
upper bounds set at 180 and 220 days respectively.

Each subsequent leg of the tour is an interplanetary
trajectory between two moons of Jupiter with a single
Deep Space Manoeuvre. These legs are also encoded as
a 4-dimensional chromosome xn = [βn, rpn,ηn, τn]
where βn is the flyby angle at the periapsis, rpn is the
periapsis of the flyby, ηn is the timing of the DSM (ra-
tio of days elapsed before the DSM to total leg duration
τn). The bounds for β and rp are calculated for each
face of the currently visitedmoon based on the incoming
velocity of the spacecraft but have to be inside [−2π, 2π]
and [(Rm+50000/Rm), (Rm+2000000/Rm)] respec-
tively where Rm is the radius of the currently visited
moon. η values have to be between 0 and 1 exclusive.

For each leg its chromosome is optimised using a self-
adaptive Differential Evolution algorithm (jDE) [4] to
ensure the best results. jDE allows us to skip parameter
tuning before solving each leg problem and still guar-
antee high performance of the optimisation. The flyby
parameters for each leg of the trajectory are evolved 200
times over 60 generations with 12 individuals. At each
step of the optimisation, an individual is evaluated using
an objective function which calculates each legs change
in velocity ∆V during the Deep Space Manoeuvre. The
evolution attempts to minimise∆V for each leg in order
to make the trajectories as close to ballistic as possible.

The objective function of the first leg is computed
as a Lambert Problem between r0 and r1 with transfer
time T0 where r0 is the position of the spacecraft on the
1000RJ sphere (calculated using the u and v variables)
at time t0. r1 is the position of the first visited moonm0
at time t0 + T0. Each consecutive leg has an objective
function defined as MGA-1DSM [9].

4 Game Design

This section describes the current design status and some
future planned developments for Space Hopper. We
present the details of the different technologies used to
create the experiment. Furthermore, the gameplay and
interface is explained in order to better understand the
application. Lastly, we present the search tree that is
used to represent the underlying problem and discuss
its content and significance.
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Figure 4: A screenshot of the Space Hopper experiment
during play.

4.1 Development and design

Space Hopper was designed with adaptability and com-
patibility in mind. The chosen technologies and meth-
ods comply with the established and emerging standards
of interactive web development.
HTML5 was chosen as to maximise the number of

possible players/contributors as it is the current stan-
dard for dynamic websites and online games. Further-
more, it is currently being introduced on mobile devices
allowing further expansion of the user base and devel-
opment in a new direction through the use of touch-
screens. HTML5 allows for a more engaging design
through combined use with various other programming
languages and technologies. An example of this is using
inline CSS for secondary style definition of the web-
page.
JavaScript is the most crucial element of interactive

web pages and applications as it supports (among oth-
ers) the object-oriented programming style. Such capa-
bilities allow definition and manipulation of composite
objects in Space Hopper as well as carrying out various
complex astrodynamic calculations thousands of times
a second. Furthermore, the differential evolution al-
gorithm is also defined in JavaScript which is currently
emerging as a programming language for scientific pur-
poses and has proved to have high performance [2].
However, SpaceHopper seamlessly incorporated the al-
gorithm without sacrificing the fluidity or the experi-
ence of the experiment. This is mostly due to the im-
plementation of equations being based on the aforemen-
tioned open-source keplerian toolbox, PyKEP.
Space Hopper graphics are also supported by

JavaScript through the use ofThree.js [5], a compact, yet

powerful open-source 3D graphics library. It allows cre-
ating various visual objects such as trajectory and orbit
curves, spheres and even truncated icosahedrons (moon
models). Moreover, Three.js manages the crucial scene
objects of the HTML canvas including camera settings,
movement in three-dimensional space and object tex-
turing.
MySQL is used to store data submitted by the players

who choose to do so. The database contains the details
of the players choices and the values of crucial variables
at each step of trajectory design including backtracks.
Each row in the database is a full interplanetary trajec-
tory. PHP is used to transfer the gathered data to and
from the MySQL database.

4.2 User interface and Game-flow

Space Hopper can start in two different ways, with or
without the incipit phase. This choice affects the dif-
ficulty of the later gameplay. Although the two start-
ing points of the game vary only by two legs of the tra-
jectory, designing the rest of the tour is very different.
Designing the full tour (including the incipit phase) is a
much greater challenge because the first trajectory legs
are quite eccentric and have a very large semi-major axis.
The players have to adjust various variables such as leg
duration and the perijove of the leg trajectories in or-
der lower semi-major axis and achieve short-duration
transfers between moons with ∆V ≈ 0. At the very
beginning the player has to choose two moons to fly
by, afterwards the incipit trajectory optimisation takes
place. On the other hand, the second type of gameplay
(post-incipit phase) sets up the initial conditions so that
it is very easy for the players to achieve ∆V ≈ 0 trajec-
tories without having to spend extensive time adjusting
the flyby variables.
Following the initial phase of Space Hopper, the

game continues with the spacecraft at a particular moon
(either the second of the moons chosen during the in-
cipit phase or Ganymede for the non-incipit level. The
player has to select one of the faces on the surface of
the currently visited moon. Depending on the velocity
of the spacecraft and the moon ephemerides, for each
flyby, on average 12 out of 32 of these faces are vis-
itable. The player has to choose very carefully as each
decision has a major impact on the following legs of
the trajectory, even though the immediate gain from the
face value might not be the highest.
After selecting the face to fly by, the player is pre-

sented again with the full view of the Jovian system
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so that he can select the next moon to visit. Again,
the automated leg optimisation follows. This optimi-
sation depends on the previously selected face and the
general user-adjustable parameters of the trajectory leg.
The user can adjust the duration of the following leg (in
days), the perijove of the flyby and the bounds for the
face to ensure scoring of the chosen face (there is ap-
proximately 90% chance of scoring the selected face due
to the non-rectangular shape of the faces).
The process of face and moon selecting is then re-

peated until either all of the faces are visited, the mission
time has expired or the spacecraft mass has fallen below
1000kg.
When the game has finished, a prompt appears show-

ing the details of the designed trajectory (total score, cu-
mulative ∆V , remaining mass, etc.). The user can then
submit the score to be saved in the ACT database and
analysed later.

4.3 Search tree

The entire problem has been formulated as a tree-search.
While usually tree traversal algorithms are very efficient,
the search space grows exponentially in this case and
thus becomes very quickly too vast to be fully explored
in order to find an optimal solution. In Space Hopper,
the average number of the visitable faces, at any point
in the search, is 15 for each of the 4 moons. There-
fore, the search tree has an average branching factor of
60 which means that at the nth step the search tree is
of size 60n. Although there exist many efficient tree-
search algorithms [31, 25, 16, 8], this problem is still
too difficult for any of them to return a good solution in
a reasonable time period due to sheer number of possi-
ble choices and necessary calculations at each step of the
search to determine the overall fitness of the trajectory.
In the tree, each of the nodes is a full interplanetary tra-
jectory between two moons which contains crucial in-
formation about the position of the spacecraft, m (i.e.
which moon of Jupiter it is visiting), at epoch t, its ve-
locity (vin) and the accumulative velocity change (∆V)
as well as a list of all the previously visited moon faces
(f).
Humans are an integral part of Space Hopper’s tree

search. At each step, users provide crucial informa-
tion bymaking informed decisions about which face and
moon to visit and by manipulating the flyby parameters.
Space Hopper’s approach to tree-search differs even

more from the classical methods as each step can be re-
optimised multiple times to achieve lower ∆V as the

evolutionary algorithm responsible for finding the best
flyby parameters can often return a non-optimal solu-
tion. Re-optimisation can also mean the players adjust-
ing the flyby bounds to improve the optimisation of the
trajectory through jDE.

5 DataMining

In order to analyse the human players’ reasoning, data
needs to be collected. All of the decisions made by users
are recorded to ensure maximum feasibility when for-
mulating heuristics for the novel tree-search algorithm.
The submitted solutions are the full Jupiter Grand Tour
trajectories which, as mentioned before, are formulated
as a search tree where each node contains details about
the state of the spacecraft at that time (currently visited
moon, velocity) and global values of the tour (epoch,
previously visited faces and the cumulative change in ve-
locity of the spacecraft).

We attempt to formulate a set of heuristics for a
new ”human-inspired” algorithm based on the players’
understanding of the system and their decisions. We
therefore need to track the players’ gameplay and un-
derstand how their choices affect general outcomes in
terms of score, ∆V , time, spacecraft mass, etc. As a re-
sult, backtracks in the search are also recorded. Thus
the search tree also contains branches (parts of the tour)
which were considered and explored but ultimately dis-
carded.

5.1 FutureWork

The second part of the project is the most important one
as it will require very sophisticated machine learning al-
gorithms for recognising patterns in the collected data
submitted by the best online players. The resulting data
should provide us with very interesting mix of Breadth-
first (BFS) and Depth-first (DFS) search algorithms
which comes naturally to humans and can prove bene-
ficial to the advancement of efficient and powerful tree-
search algorithms for trajectory design. Also, learning
from re-optimisations of legs and user backtracks in the
search should give us better techniques for assessing the
feasibility of fitness scores for different types of trajec-
tories.

The resulting ”human-inspired” tree-search algo-
rithm will then be compared and contrasted with var-
ious well-established and efficient algorithms (such as
Breadth-first, Depth-first, Best-first, A* or Lazy-race).
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This should give us an indication of how the human abil-
ities fare against the best of decades of Artificial Intelli-
gence research.

6 Conclusion

This paper introduced Space Hopper, a novel online,
crowdsourcing experiment which attempts to improve
automated trajectory design methods by analysing how
humans try to tackle the complex Jupiter Grand Tour
problem. The problem is currently too computation-
ally expensive even for the state-of-the-art algorithms
but humans have a set of certain problem-solving skills
which could prove helpful in advancing search algo-
rithms for vast search trees with a high branching fac-
tor. Space Hopper is released online and features a
3D game-like look & feel to maximise the user base.
Current trajectory design methods have reached a level
where non-experts can design complex yet feasible tra-
jectories.
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